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Abstract—Existing image fusion methods pay few research
attention to image fusion efficiency and network architecture.
However, the efficiency and accuracy of image fusion has an
important impact in practical applications. To solve this prob-
lem, we propose an efficient autonomous evolution image fusion
method, dubed by AE-Netv2. Different from other image fusion
methods based on deep learning, AE-Netv2 is inspired by human
brain cognitive mechanism. Firstly, we discuss the influence of
different network architecture on image fusion quality and fusion
efficiency, which provides a reference for the design of image
fusion architecture. Secondly, we explore the influence of pooling
layer on image fusion task and propose an image fusion method
with pooling layer. Finally, we explore the commonness and
characteristics of different image fusion tasks, which provides
a research basis for further research on the continuous learning
characteristics of human brain in the field of image fusion.
Comprehensive experiments demonstrate the superiority of AE-
Netv2 compared with state-of-the-art methods in different fusion
tasks at a real time speed of 100+ FPS on GTX 2070. Compared
with the original version of AE-Net and AE-Net after pruning,
our image fusion efficiency increases 7.47 times and 2.53 times
respectively. The model size of AE-Netv2 is about 69+ kb, which
reduces 2808.69 times and 833.83 times respectively. Compared
with the fastest image fusion method based on deep learning, the
efficiency of AE-Netv2 is improved by 2.14 times. Compared with
the image fusion model with the smallest model size, the size of
AE-Netv2 model is reduced by 11.59 times. Compared with the
image fusion method published on PAMI in 2020, the efficiency
is increased by 90.21 times and the model size is reduced by
15434.20 times and the image fusion quality and continuous
learning characteristics are significantly improved. Among all
tested methods based on deep learning, AE-Netv2 has the faster
speed, the smaller model size and the better robustness.
Index Terms—Image fusion, efficiency, deep learning, au-
tonomous evolution, image quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
IMAGE fusion is widely used in many fields of computervision. Inspired by neurobiological science, many image
fusion methods based on deep learning have been proposed
and achieved remarkable results. However, the robustness, gen-
erality and real-time performance of image fusion seriously
limit the application of image fusion technology. Although the
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first autonomous evolution image fusion method [1] effectively
overcomes the robustness and generality of image fusion by
introducing human cognitive mechanism. Unfortunately, the
efficiency of image fusion is still a challenge. However, human
brain is not only robust and general for many visual processing
tasks, but also has strong efficiency.
According to the research of cognitive psychology [2]
and biological neuroscience [3], human brain has the ability
of working memory and continuous learning [1], [4]. In
addition, Arriaga et al. [8] pointed out that human beings
can use less than 1% of the original information to classify
data and can achieve similar performance to human beings
through very simple neural network architecture. The above
research describe the working mechanism of human brain
from a different perspective, which shows that human brain
can process massive visual information without complicated
modeling and massive data training. However, in the field of
image fusion, in order to improve the network performance,
the depth of the network and the complexity of the model
are getting higher and higher, which makes the image fusion
inefficient and has a great difference compared with the human
visual system. This inefficient image fusion method cannot
be applied to real scenes. 1) Unfortunately, researchers paid
few research attention to image fusion efficiency [4], [9]–[19].
Therefore, we are thinking whether small sample data and
simple network architecture can achieve high precision and
efficient image fusion method? 2) In addition, existing image
fusion methods lack the application of pooling layer. This is
because pooling layer leads to the loss of information, which
seems to be detrimental to the image fusion task. However,
pooling layer can bring more deep semantic features and more
global features, which is helpful for image fusion task. Fang et
al. [18] first introduce convolution feature maps with pooling
layer at different depths by using pre-training weights. Li et
al. [20] proposed an infrared and visible image fusion method
based on nest network. Pool layer operation is introduced
through the nest network. Besides, there is no research and
application of pooling layer in the field of image fusion.
Although above methods introduce multi-scale information
through pre-training model or nest network, there is no com-
parative analysis of different multi-scale network architectures.
So, how much influence does different multi-scale network
architectures have on image fusion quality? 3) Besides, with
the gradual deepening of brain science research, image fusion
methods with continuous learning ability inspired by brain
gradually become the trend of image fusion. For continuous
learning, Fang et al. [4], [18] discussed the influence of multi-
task optimization on image fusion task for the first time. In
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addition, Fang et al. [1] proposed an image fusion framework
with continuous learning ability for the first time. Xu et al. [21]
proposed an unified image fusion framework for memory for-
getting. The former constructs the first automatically evolving
image fusion network in the field of image fusion by analyzing
the continuous learning characteristics of human brain. The
latter focuses on the storage of the different image fusion
task features. Although above methods explore the continuous
learning characteristics of image fusion, there are still some
problems. For example, the influence of the commonness of
different image fusion tasks on image quality.
CVS Multi-focusMedical
FLIR Multi-exposureTNO
Fig. 1. Examples of different image fusion datasets.
In order to overcome above problems, inspired by human
brain cognitive mechanism, we propose an efficient, robust
and general image fusion method, dubed by AE-Netv2. As
far as we know, this is the first time in the field of image
fusion to analyze the the robustness, generality and effiency
combined with human cognitive mechanism. Our method not
only guarantees the performance of image fusion, but also
improves the efficiency of image fusion. Because the research
idea of this paper is the same as AE-Net, the focus of this paper
is to analyze the impact of above problems on image fusion
task. For the description of other theories, please refer to [1].
The main contributions of our work include the following three
points:
• We explore and evaluate the influence of different net-
work architectures on image fusion quality and efficiency.
The feasibility of simple network architecture and small
sample data in image fusion task is verified. As far as we
know, this is the first exploration in the field of image
fusion.
• We analyze the problem of multi-scale information ex-
traction in existing deep-learning-based image fusion
methods, explore the influence of pooling layer on image
fusion task and propose an efficient image fusion method
with pooling layer.
• We make a research on continuous learning of human
brain and explore the commonness and characteristics of
different image fusion tasks. Although the image fusion
effect of this method is limited by many factors, which
provides a reference for the development of image fusion
field.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sect. II
reviews relevant theory knowledge. Sect. III presents our
exploratory research. Sect. IV introduces the experimen-
tal datasets, evaluation metrics and implementation details.
Sect. V presents a discussion and explanation. Sect. VI gets a
conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Image Fusion
We classify image fusion methods into traditional ones
and deep-learning-based ones [1], [4], [18], [22]. We briefly
describe these methods below.
1) Traditional ones [1], [4], [18], [22]. Traditional im-
age fusion methods mainly include multi-scale transforma-
tion [23]–[26] and visual significance [24], [25], [27]–[30]
et al. Traditional image fusion methods use artificial design
algorithm, so it adds human subjective intention to a certain
extent, which makes the algorithm more suitable for specific
image fusion task. However, compared with the deep learning
methods, these methods have the following problems: firstly,
the feature extraction is not sufficient and the feature extrac-
tion operator needs to be designed by feature engineering;
secondly, the generality is poor and it is difficult to extend to
multiple image fusion tasks [18]. Considering that the focus of
this paper is image fusion method based on deep learning, you
can refer to [1], [4], [18], [22] for the progress of traditional
image fusion methods in this part.
2) Deep-learning-based ones [1], [4], [18], [22], [31].
For multi-focus image fusion tasks, Liu et al. [10] first
proposed a multi-focus image fusion method with a deep
convolutional neural network based on binary classification.
For multi-exposure image fusion tasks, Prabhakar et al. [32]
proposed the first deep unsupervised approach for exposure
fusion with extreme exposure image pairs. For infrared and
visible image fusion tasks, Liu et al. [9] proposed the first
infrared and visible image fusion method with convolutional
neural networks. For medical image fusion tasks, wang et
al. [33] proposed the first medical image fusion method
using m-PCNN. For remote sensing image fusion tasks, Masi
et al. [34] proposed the first pansharpening method with
convolutional neural networks. For combined vision system
image fusion tasks, Fang et al. [18] proposed the first CVS
image fusion method by subjective visual attention. Above
methods combined with the specific field of image fusion to
explore the convolution neural network method for the first
time. For the problem of robustness and generality of image
fusion tasks, Zhang et al. [19] proposed the first general image
fusion framework based on convolutional neural network.
Although the method needs to choose different fusion rules for
different image fusion tasks, the robustness and generality of
the method has been greatly improved compared with previous
work. In addition, Deng et al. [13] proposed a novel deep
convolutional neural network to solve the general multi-modal
image restoration and multi-modal image fusion problems. Ma
et al. [15] proposed a fast and general image fusion network
to overcome the problem of information loss through feature
reuse. Although the network architecture of above methods
can be applied to multiple image fusion tasks, the strategy
of migration learning is adopted to adapt to the differences
of different data distribution. This will lead to the problem
of memory forgetting, which makes the transferred model
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cannot be directly used in the previous data distribution.
Recently, Xu et al. [14], [21] proposed an elastic weight
consolidation method to avoid forgetting problem. For the
lack of research on human visual cognition mechanism, fang
et al. [4], [18] proposed the first image fusion method of
subjective attention and multi-task learning. In addition, Fang
et al. [1] proposed the first autonomous evolution image
fusion method with continuous learning ability inspired by
human brain cognitive mechanism. As far as we know, this is
the first image fusion network architecture with autonomous
evolution and continuous learning ability. Of course, there are
many other image fusion methods based on deep learning,
such as FusionGan [17], DDcGAN [35], DenseFuse [36] et
al. Above methods are all end-to-end deep learning image
fusion methods, compared with the traditional image fusion
methods in robustness and generality has achieved remarkable
results. However, researches pay few research attention to
the relationship between efficiency, robustness, generality and
human brain characteristic. After all, the human brain is not
only efficient in processing tasks, but also robust. and can
quickly adapt to complete a variety of tasks. After all, the
human brain has high efficiency, robustness and generality in
many visual processing tasks.
B. Network Architecture
We mainly describe the related work of image fusion
network architectures based on deep learning.
The network architecture of image fusion method based
on deep learning includes twin network and generative ad-
versarial network. The image fusion framework based on
twin network mainly uses two-way branch network or one
common branch network to extract the features of the image
to be fused. The feature maps are aggregated and fused
by different fusion criterias [1], [9], [10], [13]–[15], [18],
[19], [32]–[36]. In the framework of image fusion based on
generative adversarial network, the weight of image fusion
is optimized by generative adversarial loss function. Ma et
al. [17] proposed the generative adversarial loss in infrared
and visible image fusion task. In order to solve the problem
of fuzzy image fusion and loss of fusion information, Ma
et al. [35] proposed an infrared and visible image fusion
method via detail preserving adversarial learning. In addition,
Ma et al. [37] introduced the generative adversarial loss into
remote sensing image fusion task. However, the efficiency and
architecture of deep neural networks have been studied in other
computer vision processing tasks, Such as SqueezeNet [38],
Deep Compression [39], Distilling [40], XNorNet [41] and
ShuffleNet [42] et al. Above methods are mainly tried from
two aspects of network structure design and weight deep
compression. The experiment has achieved remarkable results
and greatly improved the efficiency of deep network model.
Unfortunately, existing image fusion methods have paid few
research attention to image fusion efficiency and network
architecture.
In conclusion, inspired by the human brain task-oriented
processing mechanism [1], we propose an efficient, robust
and general image fusion method and design a network with
excellent performance, which makes the network model size
the smallest and the image fusion speed the fastest without
reducing the performance of AE-Net [1]. We first analyze
the efficiency, network architecture and accuracy of deep
learning methods in the field of image fusion, which is of great
significance to promote the development of image fusion.
III. METHOD
The content of this paper is structured as follows. 1) This
paper mainly explores the impact of image fusion architecture
on the efficiency and accuracy of image fusion and provides
reference for the design of network architecture in the field
of image fusion. 2) The influence of pooling layer on the
accuracy of image fusion is explored, which fills the gap in
the field of image fusion. 3) In addition, we further explore the
characteristics and common problems of continuous learning
ability on the basis of AE-Netv2, which provides a reference
for further improving the autonomous evolution ability of
image fusion.
Input
P
C1
R
Input
O
C2 L
Concat
Fig. 2. Image fusion network architecture of AE-Netv2, where C1 and C2
indicate convolution block, which includes convolution, batch normalization
and relu operations; R represents the replaceable convolution modules include
group convolution, compressed convolution, depth separable convolution,
conventional convolution and some inception modules; P indicates the output
of image fusion network; O represent optimal result of fused image; L
represents loss function.
A. Motivation of AE-Netv2
In the field of computer vision, the evaluation of a model
is not based on a single accuracy metrics, but also needs to
consider the generality, robustness and efficiency of the model.
We believe that this viewpoint is also applicable to the field
of image fusion. In addition, human brain has robustness,
generality and high efficiency in a variety of computer vision
processing tasks. Inspired by above viewpoints, we believe
that image fusion task should also have the following three
characteristics: robustness, generality and efficiency. Unfortu-
nately, existing image fusion methods from the traditional LP
to the latest U2Fusion paid few research attention to image
fusion efficiency, network architecture and the characteristic
of human brain. However, the model size and fusion efficiency
are of great significance to the promotion and application of
image fusion technology.
B. Image Fusion Modeling
In order to improve the robustness and generality of image
fusion technology, existing image fusion methods usually
adopt transfer learning method or multi-task learning strategy.
For transfer learning, on the one hand, the pre-trained weight
is used as the backbone network to extract deep semantics
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Algorithm 1: Method of AE-Netv2 [1].
Input: Input images: xi, yi;
Fusion algorithm module: Fi;
Quality evaluation module: Ei;
Loss function: Lp(x,y)
Fused weight: α, β.
Output: Predict image Pi
Compute Fi(xi,yi);
for i = 0→ n− 1; do
F1 =M(xi,yi);
F2 = C(xi,yi);
... = ...;
Fn = I(xi,yi);
Fi(x, y) = {F1, F2, ..., Fn};
Compute optimal result Oi = Ei(Fi(x,y));
for i = 0→ n− 1; do
O1 = Ei(F1);
O2 = Ei(F2);
... = ...;
On = Ei(Fn);
Oi(x, y) = {O1, O2, ..., On};
if Onew 6∈ O then
O = Ei(Oi, Onew);
while loss> t do
Compute Pi = γ ∗ (α ∗ Concat(xi,yi) ∗ (1+ β));
Compute Lp(x,y);
if Supervised then
Lp(xi,yi) =
Argmin(E(xi,pi) +E(yi,pi))/2.0;
else
Lp(xi,yi) =
ArgminE(pi,O) +C[L(xi,yi),0];
Update α and β;
features. On the other hand, the original domain weight is
transferred to the target domain to fine tune the weight. How-
ever, this method makes the network model with high com-
plexity and high computational cost. In addition, this method
introduces a serious memory forgetting problem, which makes
the migrated model lose the fusion performance of the original
domain. The strategy for multi-task is to use multi-task assisted
learning mechanism to mine the hidden features between
different tasks, so as to improve the robustness and generality
of image fusion. However, the network complexity of this
method is very high and it has high requirements for the
design of network architecture, otherwise harmful features
will be introduced. To solve these problems, we propose an
efficient, robust and general image fusion network architecture
inspired by brain cognitive mechanism. In order to ensure the
efficiency, robustness and generality of image fusion network,
on the one hand, we simplify the network depth and only
retain several layers of convolution. On the other hand, we
introduce group convolution and channel shuffling to simplify
the network complexity. The reason why we remove too
many convolution layers is that we find traditional convolution
operation will introduce very large space complexity, which
makes the model size increase rapidly in the experimental
process. The introduction of group convolution can reduce
the computational complexity and the internal communication
mechanism of group convolution can be improved through
channel shuffling operation.
Suppose the input images xi and yi, the fused image Pi is
defined as:
Pi = γ ∗ (α ∗ Concat(xi,yi) ∗ (1+ β)), (1)
where i represents the i-th image; α and β represent the fusion
weights of the first level convolution and the group convolu-
tion are represented respectively; γ indicates the convolution
weight of the last layer. This change is the biggest difference
between AE-Netv2 and AE-Net. Black italics is the key of
this paper. In the algorithm 1, M(xi,yi), C(xi,yi), I(xi,yi)
represent multi-exposure, combined visual image and infrared
and visible image fusion algorithm, respectively; O indicates
optimal solution.
C. Image Fusion Architecture with Pooling Layer
Pooling layer has been widely used in many fields of
computer vision and achieved remarkable results. However, in
the field of image fusion, there is little research in this area.
In this paper, we explore and propose an image fusion method
with pooling layer based on the fire layer of squeeze and U-
Net architecture. Because the pooling layer is added to the
image fusion network, the network architecture of AE-Netv2
is transformed from Fig. 2 to Fig. 3.
PFire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire
Input
Concat
Unsample
Unsample
Unsample
O
LConvM
M
M
Fig. 3. Image fusion network architecture with pooling layer. Where Red
box M represents pooling layer; green box fire represents squeezenet net-
work module; P represents prediction image; L represents loss function; O
represents relative optimal solution.
Compared with existing image fusion networks, our network
effectively integrates the advantage of continuous learning
ability, multi-scale features and squeeze convolution, which
makes the network model very efficient and robust. Although
pooling can lead to the loss of information, due to the U-
Net architecture, the details of the underlying texture can be
effectively preserved through hop connection.
D. Commonness and Characteristics of Image Fusion
Image fusion can be seen as a combination of common
features and unique features [13]. In the task of image
fusion based on deep learning, the image fusion quality is
highly dependent on ground truth labels and loss functions.
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In addition, transfer learning can make the model suitable
for different image fusion tasks, it will cause the problem of
feature forgetting [21]. Although above methods have achieved
remarkable results, there is still the problem of losing effec-
tive features when multiple image fusion tasks are involved.
Therefore, starting from the commonness and characteristics
of image fusion, we construct the characteristics of different
image fusion tasks on the basis of extracting common features
from AE-Netv2. The difference between our method and CU-
Net [13] is that the latter explores the commonness and
characteristics feature maps between two images to be fused,
while what we explore is the commonness and characteristics
fusion weight between different image fusion tasks. We are
thinking about whether the combination of commonness and
characteristics of different tasks can achieve better results
like [13]? In view of this problem, we have carried on the
exploratory research analysis.
Suppose the input images xi and yi. For any image fusion
task Mpi, if the mixed data training model is used, then Mpi
is defined as:
Mpi =M(x,y),C(x,y), ..., I(x,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
common fusion weight
, (2)
For the image fusion method using transfer learning, Mp is
defined as:
Mpi = Ut(x,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
unique fusion weight
+ α× Us(x,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
common fusion weight
, (3)
where Ut(x,y) represents target domain unique image fusion
weight; Us(x,y) represents source domain unique image
fusion weight; α indicates the weight coefficient of original
domain image fusion. Accoding to the principle of CU-Net,
Mpi is defined as:
Mpi = Ui(x,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
unique fusion weight
+M(x,y),C(x,y), ..., I(x,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
common fusion weight
, (4)
where Ui(x,y) represents any image fusion task unique fea-
tures. For the same image fusion task, this is correct. However,
is it really right to directly explore the commonalities and
characteristics of multiple tasks? In the experiment, we find
that the common fusion weight obtained by AE-Netv2 is better
than the feature fusion weight of single task. Therefore, it
would be more appropriate to define Mpi as follows:
Mpi = Ui(x,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
unique fusion weight
+β ×M(x,y),C(x,y), ..., I(x,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
common fusion weight
,
(5)
where β represent the degradation coefficient of common
fusion weight. In this case, Eq.5 seems to be similar to transfer
learning Eq.3, but it is not the same. The former does not
necessarily lead to the degradation of image fusion quality.
Image quality is directly related to loss functions and ground
truth labels. The latter will lead to the degradation of image
fusion quality. This is because the image fusion weight is no
longer like the intersection of CU-Net but a more complex
promotion effect. However, this phenomenon is not suitable
for the traditional image fusion method based on similarity
loss function. This is because the traditional loss of structural
similarity or MSE learn more about the similarity of the
original image, rather than improving the image quality.
E. Image Fusion Network Architecture and Traning Skills
As shown in Fig. 2, we can find that the AE-Netv2 network
architecture is very simple, only including two traditional
convolution blocks, one group convolution and one channel
shuffling operation. This is why our method can be very
efficient. Why do we combine traditional convolution with
group convolution? Here we need to point out that GCB
is a replaceable module to explore the balance between the
efficiency and quality of image fusion. So, is the combination
of regular convolution and group convolution the best choice?
No. In the last experimental section, we will compare the
regular convolution, group convolution, separate convolution,
squeeze module, inception module and combined module.
In order to speed up the convergence speed of the model
and improve the training efficiency, we adopt the method of
segment training. First of all, 10 epochs are trained with a
larger learning rate of 0.001 which can quickly converge to 0.4.
Then, the weight of the model is saved and the learning rate
is 0.0001 to continue training 100 epoches which can ensure
that the training of the network model can be completed in 30
minutes. Our network model parameters are shown in Table I
and network hyperparameters are shown in Table II.
TABLE I
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE PARAMETERS
Phase Input Output Kernel Image size
C1 6 64 3 128×128
GC 64 64 3 128×128
C2 64 1 3 128×128
TABLE II
NETWORK HYPERPARAMETERS
Phase Batchsize Epoach Learning rate Image size
First 16 10 0.001 128×128
Second 16 100 0.0001 128×128
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, experimental setup are first presented. Then,
comparative experiment and analysis experiment are intro-
duced [1].
A. Experimental Setup
In this section, datasets, metrics and tested methods for
experimental evaluation are first presented. Then, implemen-
tation details of evaluated methods are introduced [1].
1) Datasets: a) Multi-exposure [49] b) Multi-focus [50] c)
Medical [52] d) Infrared and visible [53]–[55] e) Combined
vision system [52]. The 7 datasets in the experiment involve 5
image fusion tasks. Since the dataset used is the same as AE-
Net, please refer to the citation or [1] for details of datasets.
The main properties of experimental datasets are summarized
in Table. IV [1].
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TABLE III
METRICS [1]
No. Method Equations Description
1 EN [43] EN = −∑255i=0 pi log2 pi, where Pi is the probability of a gray level appearing in the
image.
2 AG [24] AG = 1
M∗N
∑M
i=1
∑N
j=1
√
∆I2x(i,j)+∆I
2
y(i,j)
2
, where M×N denotes the image height and width; ∆Ix(i, j)
denotes image horizontal gradient; ∆Iy(i, j) denotes image
vertical gradient.
3 SSIM [44] SSIM(Ii,R) =
(
2uIi
uR+C1
)(
2σIiR
+C2
)
(
u2
Ii
+u2
R
+C1
)(
σ2
Ii
+σ2
R
+C2
) , where µIi and µR indicate the mean value of origin image
Ii and fused image R; σIiR is the standard covariance
correlation.
4 VIFF [45] VIF =
∑
j∈subbands I
(
C
N,j
; FN,j |sN,j
)
∑
j∈ subbands I(CN,j ;EN,j |sN,j)
, where C
N,j
; denotes N elements of the Cj
that describes the coefficients from subband j;∑
j∈subbands I
(
C
N,j
; FN,j |sN,j
)
denotes reference
image information.
5 NIQE [46]
D (ν1, ν2,Σ1,Σ2)
=
√(
(ν1 − ν2)T
(
Σ1+Σ2
2
)−1
(ν1 − ν2)
)
, where ν1 and Σ1 are the mean vectors and covariance
matrices of the natural MVG model and the distorted image’s
MVG model.
6 PSNR [47] PSNR = 10 log10
(2n−1)2
MSE
, where MSE is the mean square error of the current image
X and the reference image y.
7 MI [48] MI(Ii,R) = H(Ii) +H(R)−H(Ii, R), where H(Ii) and H(R) represent the information entropy
of origin image and fused image; H(Ii,R) denotes joint
information entropy.
8 Combined [1] E2 [1] E2 represents a variety of indicators to jointly represent image
quality. For specific definition.
TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS AND INHERITED PROPERTIES [1]
Type Dataset Modality Align Matching
pairs
Multi-exposure
[49]
[49] Multi-exposure X 4, 413
Multi-focus [50],
[51]
Lytro
and
MFIF
Multi-focus X 125
Medical [52] Brain CT, MRI X 97
Infrared and visi-
ble [53]–[55]
FLIR,
VIFB
and
RGBT
Infrared and visi-
ble
X 14, 473
Combined vision
system images
(OURS)
CVS Enhanced and
synthetic vision
images
× 4, 000
2) Metrics [1]: Entropy (EN) [43], average gradient
(AG) [24], structural similarity (SSIM) [44], visual infor-
mation fidelity (VIF) [45], natural image quality evaluator
(NIQE) [46], PSNR and E2 [1]. Specific attributes of metrics
can refer to III and [1].
3) Methods: Compared with AE-Net, this paper adds several
latest image fusion method [18], [20], [21] published in 2020.
Other comparison image fusion methods are the same as [1],
specific algorithms can be referred to Table V and papers [1].
4) Implementation details: Before the experiment, we need
to clarify the following questions. a) In all subsequent ex-
periments, we converted all images into grayscale images for
subsequent image fusion [1]. b) For the time in Table V,
some data will change compared with AE-Net, because we
find that the amount of VIFB [53] data is too small and the
time used to describe the image fusion algorithm seems unfair.
Therefore, we will normalize the image size to 400×400, 8-bit
grayscale image, 300 pieces to test the average time. For deep
learning methods, in order to prevent the influence of network
initialization on the first image, we will count the time from
the second image. c) Our experimental platform is desktop 3.0
GHZ i5-8500, RTX2070, 32G memory.
B. Comparative Experiments
In this section, in order to verify the robustness and gener-
ality of AE-Netv2, we will carry out comparative experiments
and visual display on multi-exposure dataset, multi-focus
dataset, medical dataset, infrared and visible dataset, combined
vision system dataset.
1) Cross-modal Image Fusion: Our image fusion method
is tested on cross-modal datasets which include FLIR, VIFB,
RGBT1000 and CVS datasets. In the four data sets, except
the fusion image of VIFB dataset is obtained directly, the
other fusion images are obtained by testing according to the
parameters of the original paper. In the experiment, AE-Net
and AE-Netv2 have a very stable and robust fusion effect.
From Fig. 4, we can find that AE-Netv2 image fusion method
fully retains the detailed texture information of cross-modal
images. Encouragingly, AE-Netv2 is better than the fusion
effect of the latest published on AAAI [14], [15] and PAMI
[21] in 2020. We need to point out that the AE-Netv2 used
here is the basic version of GCB and if other optimized
architectures are used, the subjective image fusion effect will
be better. See the analysis experiment specifically 10 11.
2) Homomodality Image Fusion: For homomodal image
fusion tasks, we carry out experiments on multi-exposure
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TABLE V
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF EVALUATED METHODS [1], [22]
No. Method Parameters Year Category Time(s) Evolution Robustness
and Generality
Model
Size(M)
1 FZL [56] rb = 35, εb = 0.01, rd = 7 2019 Hybrid 0.560 × X ×
2 CSR [57] λ = 0.01 2016 Multi-scale 47.199 × × ×
3 DL [58] α1 = α2 = 0.5, k ⊂ [1, 2] 2018 Deep learning 3.331 × × 549.00
4 DENSE [36] Epoach = 4, Lr = 0.0001 2019 Deep learing 0.159 × × 1.02
5 FusionGAN [59] Epoach = 10, Lr = 0.0001 2019 GAN 0.094 × × 7.24
6 IFCNN [19] Lr0 = 0.01, power = 0.9 2020 Deep learning 0.021 × X 0.32(170)
7 DTCWT [60] × 2007 Wavelets 0.148 × × ×
8 LATLRR [61] λ = 0.4, stride = 1 2020 Multi-scale 30.897 × × ×
9 LP-SR [62] overlap = 6,  =
0.1, level = 4
2015 Hybrid 0.017 × × ×
10 DSIFT [63] Scale = 48, blocksize =
8,matching = 1
2015 Other 3.696 × × ×
11 CNN IV [9] t = 0.6 2017 Hybrid 21.594 × × 1.54
12 CNN MF [10] Momentum =
0.9, decay =
0.0005, threshold = 0.5
2017 Hybrid 50.225 × × 30.90
13 CVT [64] isreal = 1, finest = 1 2007 Multi-scale 0.913 × × ×
14 CBF [65] σs = 1.8, σr = 25, ksize =
11
2015 Multi-scale 8.177 × × ×
15 JSR [66] Unit = 7, step =
1, dicsize = 256, k = 16
2013 Sparse represen-
tation
95.670 × × ×
16 JSRSD [29] Unit = 7, step =
1, dicsize = 256, k = 16
2017 Saliency-based 126.041 × × ×
17 GTF [67] Epsr = epsf = tol =
1, loops = 5
2016 Other 1.824 × × ×
18 WLS [30] σs = 2, σr =
0.05, nLevel = 4
2017 Hybrid 8.397 × × ×
19 RP [68] × 1989 Pyramid 0.057 × × ×
20 MSVD [69] × 2011 Multi-scale 0.207 × × ×
21 MGFF [70] R = 9, ε = 103, k = 4 2019 Multi-scale 1.080 × × ×
22 ZCA [16] K = 2, i = 4andi = 5 2019 Hybrid 0.997 × × ×
23 ADF [71] w1 = w2 = 0.5 2016 Multi-scale × × × ×
24 FPDE [72] At = 0.9, n = 20, k =
4, δt = 0.9
2017 Subspace × × × ×
25 IFEVIP [73] Nd = 512,Md =
32, Gs = 9,MaxRatio =
0.001, StdRatio = 0.8
2017 Other × × × ×
26 DeepFuse [32] Epoach = 100, lr = 0.0001 2017 Other 0.101 × × 0.33
27 PGMI [15] Epoach = 15, lr = 1e −
4, cdim = 1, stride =
14, scale = 3
2020 Deep learning 0.044 × × 0.80
28 FusionDN [14] Ps = 64, lam =
80000, num = 40
2020 Deep learning 0.850 × X 1638.40(527)
29 SAF [18] Epoach = 256, bs = 5, lr =
0.000001
2020 Deep learning 0.070 × × 192.00(527)
30 NestFuse-max [20] Nbfilter =
[64, 112, 160, 208, 256]
2020 Deep learning 0.116 × × 20.80
31 U2Fusion [21] num = 30, epoach =
[3, 2, 2], lam = 0
2020 Deep learning 0.857 × X 1064.96
32 AE-Net [1] Dynamic 2020 Deep learning 0.071 X X 192(527)
33 AE-Netv2-M Lr=adaptive, epoach=110,
batchsize=16
2020 Deep learning 0.0128 X X 0.896
34 AE-Netv2-GCB Lr=adaptive, epoach=110,
batchsize=16
2020 Deep learning 0.0098 X X 0.069
35 AE-Netv2-CNN Lr=adaptive, epoach=110,
batchsize=16
2020 Deep learning 0.010 X X 0.490
36 AE-Netv2-Separable Lr=adaptive, epoach=110,
batchsize=16
2020 Deep learning 0.0097 X X 0.11
37 AE-Netv2-Squeeze Lr=adaptive, epoach=110,
batchsize=16
2020 Deep learning 0.0098 X X 0.25
38 AE-Netv2-Inception Lr=adaptive, epoach=110,
batchsize=16
2020 Deep learning 0.0108 X X 0.91
39 AE-Netv2-Squeeze-
GCB
Lr=adaptive, epoach=110,
batchsize=16
2020 Deep learning 0.0098 X X 0.08
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Fig. 4. Image fusion results of tested methods on six cross-modal datasets.
and multi-focus image fusion datasets. In this experiment,
except IFCNN, PGMI, FusionDN, U2Fusion and AE-Net,
other fusion results are from MFIF [51] data benchmark.
From the experimental results, AE-Netv2 still has good result,
although the results are not the best, but compared with
IFCNN, FusionDN, PGMI, AE-Net and U2Fusion proposed
in 2020, some noise is introduced. There are two reasons for
this. On the one hand, there are errors in the relative optimal
solution; on the other hand, multi-tasks are trained at the
same time. Although the maximum collaborative optimization
is achieved, the noise of different data distribution is also
introduced to a certain extent. Of course, this is also closely
related to the network architecture of conventional convolution
E1 E2
AE-Net
CVT DTCWT
FusionDN
GTF MSVD
LP-SR RP WAVELET
PGMIDeepFuse
JSR JSRSD NSST CNN
DL
IFCNN
AE-Netv2U2Fusion
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GD GFDF GFF IFCNN IFM MFM MGFF
MST_SR MSVD MWGF NSCT_SR PCAN
QB RP
SESFTF
FusionDNPGMI
Multi-exposure
Multi-focus
AE-Netv2U2Fusion
Fig. 5. Image fusion results of tested methods on multi-focus images.
kernel group convolution.
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Fig. 6. Average objective index of five image fusion tasks.
3) Objective Index Evaluation Comparative Experiment:
In order to further demonstrate the superiority of AE-Netv2,
we will use eight evaluation indexes to evaluate the latest
deep learning image fusion methods. In this experiment, we
use the mean value of 8 indexs of each image in cross-
modal image fusion task, multi-focus image fusion task and
multi-exposure image fusion tasks as comparison parameters.
As there are many tested methods, we mainly compare the
latest several image fusion methods, which the robustness
and generality of these fusion algorithms have been greatly
improved. In order to prevent the influence of PSNR index
on other indexes, we normalized the PSNR index. In the
same way, we also normalized the reciprocal of NIQE index.
From Fig. 6, we can find that AE-Netv2 has better advantages
than several latest deep learning image fusion methods. Even
compared with AE-Net, the performance has been improved.
In addition, we find that NestFuse method seems to have better
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metrics than AE-Net, FusionDN, U2Fusion et al. However,
we observe the fused image, we find that NestFuse loses a
lot of texture details and has the problem of local blur. This
phenomenon shows that existing objective indicators can only
reflect the image quality to a certain extent and fail to have a
complete image quality characterization ability. We have also
confirmed the correctness of this conclusion in previous related
researchs [4]. In order to improve the image quality, we will
show more subjective visual effects will be detailed in Fig. 11,
including our proposed optimization network architectures and
the algorithm published on AAAI and PAMI in 2020.
4) Comparative Experiment of Multi-scale Methods Based
on Deep Learning: In this experiment, we will compare SAF,
NestFuse and AE-Netv2 M three image fusion methods on
FLIR, Multi-focus, CVS, TNO public datasets. Therefore,
these three methods directly or indirectly introduce multi-scale
features. From Fig. 7, we find that AE-Netv2 M image fusion
AE-
Netv2_M
NestFuse
SAF
FLIR Multi-focus  CVS TNO
Fig. 7. Multi-scale image fusion methods based on deep learning.
method with pooling layer has better image fusion effect
than SAF [18] and NestFuse [20]. Compared with all tested
methods, our image fusion method has better performance
on multiple datasets, which has rich texture details and good
visual clarity. The experiment also fully shows that the intro-
duction of pooling layer can still achieve good image fusion
effect. Although NestFuse also introduces pooling layer, there
is still a big gap between NestFuse and ours. The main reason
for this gap is that NestFuse adopts the traditional similarity
loss function while we adopt the brain like continuous learning
optimization method. The former is to calculate the similarity
while we are the real image quality optimization. Meanwhile,
SAF method has better image quality than NestFuse and
preserves more details of the image. This shows that SAF
method has more advantages than NestFuse method with pool
layers, but SAF has higher spatial complexity.
5) Comparative Analysis Experiment of Commonness and
Characteristics: From Fig. 8, we find that the fusion results
of common image fusion task have better subjective effect
than that of single task fusion. Meanwhile, we find that this
degradation is not obvious. The main reason is that we adopt
the brain like continuous learning optimization method which
a
FLIR Multi-focus  CVS RGBT
b
c
d
Fig. 8. Commonness and characteristics of different image fusion task,
where a represents common image fusion result in hybrid training datsets;
b represents image fusion result in CVS dataset; c represents image fusion
result in multi-focus training dataset; d represents image fusion result in RGBT
training dataset.
can make different image fusion tasks have the same image
quality definition instead of simple similarity measurement. In
the experiment, we also find that if the traditional similarity
loss is used to optimize the image fusion weight, the mixed
data training will get worse image fusion effect. This is
because this similarity index will increase the difference of
data distribution of different image fusion tasks and reduce
the commonness of image quality. Therefore, in practical
experiments, we can find that most of the fusion results of
traditional similarity loss training on a single dataset are better
than that of hybrid training. Of course, the results of deep
learning image fusion using traditional similarity loss are far
from our results, whether on a single dataset or on a mixed
dataset. The former focuses on similarity measurement, while
AE-Netv2 focus on improving image quality.
C. Analysis Experiments
In addition, we also carry out analysis experiments for AE-
Netv2. Firstly, comparative analysis experiments using differ-
ent network depths. Secondly, comparative analysis of image
fusion efficiency. Finally, comparative analysis of different
image fusion network architectures.
1) Performance Analysis Experiment of Different Network
Depths: In this experiment, we mainly explore the influence
of different depths on image fusion quality. We mainly carry
out four architecture of comparative experiments, namely AE-
Net based on SAF after prunning [18], AE-Netv2, AE-Netv2+
and AE-Netv2++ in this paper. Compared with AE-Netv2, AE-
Netv2+ replaces group convolution with regular convolution
and other architecture modules is the same. AE-Netv2++ is
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TABLE VI
NETWORK ACHITECTURE PAMETERS
Type IFCNN U2Fusion AE-Net AE-Netv2 AE-Netv2+ AE-Netv2++
Flops 20,797,920,000 211,028,997,456 175,053,109,504 860,480,000 6,584,640,000 245,920,000
Parameters 83,587 659,217 16,493,555 5,378 41,154 1537
TABLE VII
DIFFERNET NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Metrics
Type Regular GCB Inception Separable Squeeze GCB+Inception Squeeze+GCB Squeeze2+GCB
Combined 1.35 1.29 1.33 1.42 1.61 1.26 1.61 1.67
NIQE 0.72 0.70 0.69 0.64 0.65 0.69 0.66 0.63
SSIM 0.63 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.62
EN 6.42 6.42 6.30 6.31 6.29 6.46 6.29 6.33
PSNR 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48
BRENNER 5.63 5.20 5.55 6.15 7.53 5.00 7.48 7.97
VIFF 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.35 0.32 0.31
Time(ms) 10.17 9.83 10.83 9.67 9.83 11.67 9.83 13.83
Size(M) 0.48 0.07 0.91 0.11 0.25 0.11 0.08 0.10
AE-Netv2+VIS IR AE-Netv2AE-Netv2++AE-Net
AE-Netv2++ AE-Netv2AE-Net AE-Netv2+VIS IR
Fig. 9. Image fusion results of tested network architecture on RGBT and
FLIR datasets.
to replace group convolution with regular convolution. In
addition, remove hop connection. From Fig. 9 and Fig. 11,
we can see that several simplified architectures of AE-Netv2
can achieve better image fusion quality than tested methods.
Experimental results show that the change of network depth
has limited influence on image fusion quality and shallow
neural network can still obtain very good image fusion quality.
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Fig. 10. Image fusion quality, efficiency and model size distribution of AE-
Netv2 with different network architectures.
2) Performance Analysis Experiments of Image Fusion Ef-
ficiency: In this experiment, we will analyze the efficiency
of different network architectures, including time complex-
ity, spatial complexity and computational complexity. In this
paper, we first analyze the efficiency of different image
fusion methods and then analyze the efficiency of different
network architectures of AE-Netv2. The time statistics of
tested methods are shown in Table V. The data in brackets
is the model size of pre-training. The distribution of image
quality, fusion time and model size is shown in Fig. 10. The
horizontal axis represents the image quality, the vertical axis
represents the time and the circle size represents the size of
the model. The larger the radius, the larger the model size.
Because there are many contrast algorithms, we only compare
the latest image fusion methods in 2020 for the calculation
complexity. The details of our proposed method are shown
in Fig. 10 and Table VII. From Table V and Fig. 10, we
can see that AE-Netv2 has an remarkable advantage in image
fusion efficiency and image fusion effect of tested methods.
Compared with the fastest algorithm, the speed is increased by
2.14 times. Compared with the smallest deep learning model,
the size is reduced by 11.59 times. The model size reflects the
parameters that can be trained to a certain extent. The larger
the parameters, the larger the model size will be. As shown in
VI, compared with the latest deep learning method, AE-Netv2
has less parameters and lower computational complexity.
3) Performance Analysis Experiment of Different Network
Architectures: In the first analytical experiment, we explore
the influence of group convolution and different convolution
depths on AE-Netv2. We will explore the influence of dif-
ferent network architectures on image fusion quality, mainly
analyze and verify the regular convolution, group convolution,
separable convolution, squeeze module, inception module and
combined module. In this experiment, we will select the mean
value of the objective indicators of five image fusion tasks as
the evaluation criteria. In the same way, NIQE and PSNR are
normalized and NIQE is reversed. From Table VII, we can
find that the combination of CNN and GCB alone has great
advantages in time and space, but there are still some gaps
in performance compared with other network architectures.
Compared with the method of combining compressed convolu-
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison of AE-Netv2 with different network architectures and several state-of-the-art methods in 2020.
tion with group convolution, the model size is greatly reduced
when the fusion effect and time are the same. With the increase
of the number of squeeze convolutions, its performance is
slightly improved, but its time and space complexity is greatly
improved. Therefore, considering the performance of each
other’s structure, the network architectures of squeeze con-
volution and group convolution is the best choice considering
time, space and fusion quality. As shown in Fig. 11, we can
find that AE-Netv2 can achieve remarkable results in terms
of performance, time and space complexity by using squeeze
convolution and group convolution. AE-Netv2 not only has
good objective evaluation results, but also preserves the texture
details of subjective effect very well. Compared with several
state-of-the-art methods proposed in 2020, AE-Netv2 has bet-
ter fusion quality. The change of image quality caused by the
optimization strategy of AE-Netv2 optimal solution is obvious,
which is not available in all tested methods. Therefore, a
good optimization strategy can make the very simple network
architecture product state-of-the-art result. This is also why
the human brain can be so efficient and robust to complete a
variety of visual processing tasks.
V. DISCUSSION
Comprehensive experiments in Sect. IV verify that small
sample data and simple network architecture can also achieve
the high efficiency, robustness and generality of image fusion.
The reasons are as follows:
1) Autonomous Evolution Image Fusion Method. This
method is different from neural architecture search (NAS) [74]
which is adopted by autonomous evolution. Compared with
NAS, it has better continuous autonomous evolution ability
and faster predict speed. It uses the complementary character-
istics of existing methods as the prior knowledge of each itera-
tion to guide network learning. Existing image fusion methods
whether traditional methods or image fusion methods based
on deep learning have their inherent advantages and disad-
vantages. Therefore, how to make full use of their advantages
to form complementary advantages plays an important role
in improving the robustness and generality of image fusion.
From a new point of view, we propose to use a variety of image
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fusion algorithms to build an algorithm library, through which
the optimal image fusion solution can be obtained. By adding
different new algorithms, the performance of the network can
be continuously improved and the network has the ability of
continuous learning. This is the lack of existing image fusion
theory.
2) Architecture Design of Image Fusion Network. Existing
image fusion methods have paid few research attention to
image fusion efficiency. By contrast, in order to improve image
fusion quality, researchers make the network have very high
complexity. This is disadvantageous to the development of
image fusion technology. Even though some image fusion
methods only use some pre-training model weights, the size
of the pre-training model seriously limits the development of
image fusion technology. Therefore, we focus on the relation-
ship of network architecture, efficiency and fusion quality of
image fusion. By balancing the relationship among the three,
we construct a very efficient, robust and universal image fusion
architecture.
Why did the exploration of commonness and characteristics
not reach the state of the art? Is it meaningless?
1) It is difficult to model loss function. In this case, different
image fusion tasks lack common description of image quality,
which makes different data distribution unable to be unified.
After feature transfer, feature forgetting will occur. 2) Com-
plementary characteristics of methods. Because our method
adopts AE-Netv2 architecture, the image fusion quality can be
improved continuously through the complementary of different
image fusion methods. 3) Due to the superiority of AE-Netv2
architecture, the extracted common features are better than
single task. By comparing the subjective fusion effect with
the most advanced image fusion algorithm in 2020, we can
also find the correctness of this viewpoint.
It is very meaningful for us to explore the commonness and
characteristics of different image fusion tasks, which provides
direction and reference for the future development of image
fusion field.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Inspired by human brain cognitive mechanism, we proposed
an efficient image fusion method with the ability of continuous
learning. The main differences between our image fusion
method and existing image fusion methods are as follows [1].
Firstly, we explored the hidden relationship of image fusion
in network architecture, time efficiency and fusion quality for
the first time. Secondly, inspired by other visual tasks, we
explored the influence of pooling layer on image fusion task.
Finally, we explored the commonness and characteristics of
different image fusion tasks, which provides a research basis
for this field.
In order to verify the impact of different network archi-
tectures on fusion quality and fusion efficiency, we conducted
exhaustive experiments on different network architectures. The
research we have done demonstrates that AE-Netv2 is superior
to other state-of-the-art methods in efficiency, robustness and
generality. In addition, efficient and robust image fusion can
be achieved through small sample data and simple network
architecture. The pooling layer can also achieve good results
when applied to image fusion tasks. Of course, our image
fusion method also fully proves that there are some problems
in the cross-modal image fusion based on the traditional
similarity loss function or evaluating the cross-modal image
quality by similarity. The image fusion quality is different
from the similarity measurement. What we should explore is to
improve the image quality, not the similarity with the original
image. Our future work will continue to focus on image fusion
quality and human brain characteristics.
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